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ABSTRACT:

Bundle seeks to unify the unorganized process of purchasing, holding, and 
exchanging digital assets with a simple and efficient one-stop-shop platform for 
participants. By enabling users to execute trades within seconds at the optimum 
price point across dozens of aggregated exchanges, but without the necessity 
of creating separate accounts across exchanges, Bundle can create the premier 
cryptocurrency platform and community. 

In this paper, we first cover user issues surrounding the purchase and exchange of 
digital assets, the obstacles preventing reform, and their effect on cryptocurrency 
adoption. Then we highlight the advantages Bundle provides to users when 
compared to the existing exchange infrastructure, and how Bundle can leverage 
cryptocurrency to overcome confusion. Finally, we discuss how Bundle’s 
community platform expands the scope of traditional cryptocurrency exchanges.
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Buying, Selling, And TRAding digiTAl ASSeTS CAn Be diffiCulT: 
The demand for cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based digital assets has grown 
exponentially, causing operational difficulties across current cryptocurrency infrastructure. 
Over 1,000 coins & tokens can currently be bought and sold across more than 100 exchanges. 
This causes confusion and hinders the growth of cryptocurrencies. More specifically, these 
operational difficulties can be grouped into four categories:

1  Long Wait Periods: The process of transferring currencies can take days 
and hinder opportunities.

2 Price Differences Between Exchanges: Each exchange lists at a different 
rate, leading to lost efficiency.

3 User Experience Variations: Exchanges and wallets can have purposefully 
unintuitive designs.

4 High Barrier of Entry: A lack of guidance and understanding limits growth of 
the community.

The induSTRy RemAinS fRACTuRed: 
If there’s going to be sustainable growth, there needs to be considerable user expansion. For 
that to happen, these operational difficulties must first be addressed.

Bundle OveRCOmeS limiTATiOnS Of exiSTing infRASTRuCTuRe: 
Despite the opacity, an immense opportunity exists for anyone able to simplify the process. 
We believe Bundle will be the key to a new era of cryptocurrency because it solves many of 
the operational difficulties identified earlier, first by aggregating dozens of exchanges. 
Bundle seeks initial partnerships with: Binance, Bittrex, Kraken, Polindex, Gemini, Cryptopia, 
CEX.io, Lykke, BTCCHina, Coindeck, Coinfloor, Coinbase, Gatecoin, GDAX, itBit, LocalBitcoins, 
Luno, Yobit, HitBTC, ViaBTC, Quoine, and others. 

One ACCOunT WiTh inSTAnT ACCeSS: 
Through a streamlined user interface, Bundle users will be able to purchase and execute 
trades through a single account, within seconds, and at the optimum price point every time. 
All it takes is one click to buy and trade across dozens of coins.

exeCuTive SummARy:

Buying, selling, and trading digital assets is a 
disjointed and confusing process. 
Bundle will change that. 
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Build “BundleS” WiTh mulTiple COinS, Then ShARe Them: 
Bundle users have access to hundreds of coins/tokens and can create “Bundles” that combine 
coins/tokens based on customizable metrics. We call this process “Bundling.” Through Bundling, 
users choose the selection criteria of digital assets to buy and sell at the best prices. Users can 
also share Bundles, establishing Bundle as an online meeting point.
Some examples of Bundles:

leveRAge Bundle TOkenS: 
Users performing transactions on the Bundle Platform pay fees. However, Bundle Token (BND) 
users receive lower commission rates and better transaction speeds and frequency. 

   Commission Rates: Transactions paid with Bitcoin or Etherium have a 0.5% 
fee, while transactions paid with BND have a 0.2% fee. BND users pay 60% 
less than other users.

  Transaction Speed and Frequency: Bundle allows users to perform 
transactions simultaneously and at unprecedented speeds. In order to restrain 
major shifts in market dynamics, the number and speed of daily transactions 
are determined by a Bundle user’s status. Status is determined by how many 
BND tokens a user has uploaded in the system.

Bundle iS mORe ThAn JuST An exChAnge: 
The improved interface, increased speed, and simplicity of use will attract users already familiar 
with currency trading. But to truly expand the cryptocurrency community, Bundle must further 
lower the barrier of entry. Bundles are a key factor for growth, as new users can benefit from 
more experienced participants, and the more experienced can market this help. 
Users can operate as either or both:

1 A Bundle User: Uploads Bitcoin and/or Etherium, then organizes digital assets 
in Bundles for exchange created by the system’s metrics, other users, or their 
own specifications. 

2 A Bundle Manager: Users of the platform create customized Bundles for 
themselves. With the user’s consent, those Bundles can be used as models 
and traded by other Bundle users. 

    Bundle Managers are ranked based on success. Users can view Managers past successes.

    Bundle Managers receive commissions in BND based on the usage of their Bundles.

    Bundle Managers may promote their Bundles within the platform to other users. 



COmmuniTy And guidAnCe SeT Bundle ApART: 
Bundles and their distribution on the platform ensure a level playing field for beginners and 
blockchain experts alike. The democratization of crypto finance will create opportunities in 
the world of digital assets and bring about a new level of worldwide accessibility. Bundle will 
become the premier space for cryptocurrencies.

Bundle’S TOken geneRATiOn evenT (Tge): 
To bring about these paradigm-shifting changes, Bundle will undertake a crowd sale and 
corresponding TGE. After the TGE is complete, Bundle intends to list the BND on exchanges, 
giving interested parties an opportunity to buy BND from secondary markets. Price per token 
will begin at $0.10, with a token supply of 1,000,000,000.

  Presale Phase, Q4 2017: To support the development of Bundle, participants 
may send BTC, EOS, or ETH to the designated addresses and purchase 
BND at a more favorable and lower exchange rate than participants who 
contribute once the sale is live. 

  TGE Phase, Q1 & Q2 2018: To coincide with the alpha version of the Bundle 
Platform. 

COnCluSiOn: 
For the first time in cryptocurrencies’ history, we have the opportunity to reconcile the 
arbitrage differences for the same coins/tokens between different exchange platforms. 
Bundle will become the trusted primary point of reference for crypto enthusiasts worldwide. 
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